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Transitions between the Zeeman substates of Cs 6'P, /2 and Rb 5'Pl/2 atoms, induced in collisions
with He atoms, have been investigated experimentally by methods of atomic fluorescence spectroscopy.
The collision process has also been studied theoretically with time-dependent perturbation theory. Cs or
Rb vapor contained in a quartz cell together with helium at low pressure was selectively excited by
pulsed dye-laser radiation to the P, /, , » Zeeman substate in a magnetic field ranging from 1.5 T to 7

T. The fluorescence spectrum, consisting of components emitted from the directly excited state and

from the collisionally populated state, was resolved with a Fabry-Perot interferometer. Measurements of
the relative intensities of the fluorescence components yielded the Zeeman mixing cross section for
Cs-He and Rb-He collisions. It was found that the Cs 6'Pl/& cross section varied approximately as B' in

the range 0 (B(0.76 T, showed a much weaker field dependence in the range from 0.76 T to 5 T, where

it peaked, and declined slightly at B) 5 T. The Rb 5 P, /, cross section did not exhibit any variation
with B. A theoretical calculation of the Cs cross section carried out using time-dependent perturbation
theory explains the magnetic-field enhancement in terms of the minute magnetic-field-induced mixing of
the P, /2 and P3/2 states and the resulting breaking of time-reversal symmetry. The results of the calcula-
tion are in good agreement with the experimental results at fields in the range 0 (B ( 5 T.

PACS number(s): 34.50.—s 32.50.+d

I. INTRODUCTION

The orientation and alignment of excited atoms, as well
as the collisional relaxation and transfer of atomic mul-
tipole moments, have been the subject of several recent
experimental investigations [1]. For example, the pro-
cesses P, /2 ~ P3/2, in the Na resonance state were

r J 3/2, mJ

studied by Kimura et al. [2], in 5 P K atoms by Berends,
Kedzierski, and Krause [3], and in 6 P Rb atoms by
Kedzierski, Middleton, and Krause [4]. The process
'P, ~ P, in Ba, induced in collisions with some di-

J 2, mJ

atomic molecules, was investigated by Mestdagh et al.
[5], and the alignment-to-orientation conversion in sodi-
um by Han and Schinn [6]. There has also been some in-

terest in exploring the effect of a magnetic field on mJ
mixing rates (or cross sections) in Na [7] and Hg [8] and,
more recently, in Ne, where the magnetic-field depen-
dence of collisional disalignment rates was investigated in

fields up to 10 T [9].
In this investigation we report the results of experi-

ments in which we excited one of the two m~ Zeernan
substates of 6 P, /2 cesium atoms and 5 P»2 rubidium

atoms in magnetic fields up to 7 T, and followed the
transfer of population to the other mJ substate, induced

by He collisions. Since both the alkali-metal vapor pres-
sures and the He pressures were kept low, effects due to
trapping of resonance radiation were negligible as was the
collisional P, /2 P3/2 mixing and Zeeman mixing by col-
lisions with ground-state alkali-metal atoms. The result-

ing Zeeman fluorescence spectrum consisting of just two
components was resolved with a Fabry-Perot interferom-
eter and measurements of the relative intensities yielded
the m J mixing cross sections in relation to the magnetic-

field strength. En order to verify the observed effects, we
also carried out an independent and fairly extensive cal-
culation that indicated the variation of the Cs P, /2 cross
sections with the field strength and permitted a compar-
ison with the experimental results. This work follows an
earlier study of the Cs P]/2 disorientation cross section
over a much smaller range of magnetic fields [10], the re-
sults of which are found to match well with those report-
ed below.

II. THEORY

A. Collisions of oriented alkali-metal P i/2 atoms

with ground-state He atoms in a magnetic 6eld

An explanation for the affect of the magnetic field on
the Cs 6 P, /2 Zeeman mixing cross section was proposed

by Baylis [1] who suggested that magnetic-field-induced
(virtual) P

& &2 P3&2 mixing enh-ances the Zeeman mixing

rate. We now explore this model further using time-

dependent perturbation theory (TDPT).
The Hamiltonian, describing a collision process in the

presence of a magnetic field, may be written

H =Ho+go(2S+L). B+V(t),

where Ho is the atomic Hamiltonian in the absence of the
field B, and V(t) represents the collisional interaction be-

tween the alkali-metal and He atoms; L and S are the or-
bital and spin angular momenta of the alkali-metal
valence electron, respectively, and po is the Bohr rnagne-

ton. 8 is assumed to be sufficiently weak to be treated as
a perturbation and sufficiently strong to decouple the nu-

clear spin I from the electron angular momentum J, so
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that hyperfine structure need not be considered [11]. In
the P, /z state, nuclear-spin decoupling occurs around
0.02 T. The static part of the Hamiltonian, Eq. (1) less
the collisional interaction, is

H~ =Ho+go(2S+L} B . (2)

According to perturbation theory, the P, /2 eigenstates of
Hs are no longer pure lj, m ) = p, +—,

' ) states, but also

include small admixtures of the P3/2 states of the same

mJ values

(2I V(t)ll ) = —2t2( —,', —,'I V(t)I —,', —
—,
'

& . (14)

In writing Eq. (14) we used the relation representing "in-
stantaneous" time-reversal symmetry [1]:

ty, and the second term, which represents the perturba-
tion (to first order), contains the matrix element

( 2
I
V ( t, ) I

1 ) = ( 2
I exp( iH~ t, ) V( t, )exp( i—Hs t, ) I

1 )

=exp[i(E2 E—
&

)t& ](2I v(t, )I 1 ) . (13)

From Eqs. (3) and (4),

ll) —
I

I I ) ~I3 i ) (3)
&j m

I V(t)lj, m'
&

where

(4) =( i)J—~" +-'(j', m'—
I V(t)jl, m—) . (1S)

Equation (15) leads to

a= —( —'„—,' I(2s+L).poBI —,', —,
' ) Ib,E= pvR ICE .

The six P&/2 and P3/2 Zeeman substates constitute a
basis set for our problem and hE is the P, /2 P3/2 fine-

structure (FS) splitting. All other states of the Cs or Rb
+ He system are relatively distant and may be ignored
for the purpose of this argument. Accordingly,

and

H, ll &=E,I»,
HsI2)=E2 2), (7)

where P is any state in the IP. If the system is initially
(t = —~ } in state

I
1 ), the state

I
t ) at time t may be writ-

ten as follows from TDPT:

lt)= 1 if dt, V—'(t, )

E, E, =-',pQ —««hE,
ic

where ~, is the duration of the collision.
The Schrodinger equation in the interaction picture

(IP},stated in atomic units, is

i—/=exp(iHst) V(t)exp( iHtt t)$= V (t)P, —d

& —,', —,
'

I v(t) I-'„——,
'

&
=

& —', , —,
'

I v(t) I-,', —
—,
' &,

&-,', —,'I v(t) —,', —
—,
'

&
= &-'„-,'I v(t)l-'„——,

'
& =0.

We note that the phase factor exp[i(E2 E&)t& ] in —Eq.
(13) oscillates slowly because (E2 E, ) is s—mall, as stipu-
lated by Eq. (8). Accordingly, compared to the second-
order collisional contribution (see below), the contribu-
tion from (2I V(t, ) I

1 ) to the transition probability is not
negligible even though the coupling constant a is small.
This explains why a perturbative magnetic field can sub-
stantially enhance the mJ mixing cross section. The
first-order perturbation probability may be expressed as

Pl ~= f dt&exp[i(E2 E~)t~](2Iv—(t&)I1) (17)

R =(b +v t2)ll2 (18)

where b is the impact parameter and U is the relative
speed of the collision partners, which is assumed constant
during the collision. Thus V(t) becomes V(r, R), where r
represents the intra-atomic coordinate. V(r, R) can be ex-
panded in Legendre polynomials:

The integration of (17) is carried out by changing the
variable t to R, the interatomic coordinate. Using the
straight-path approximation, the coordinates are related
as follows:

—f dt, f dt, V'(t, )V'(t, )+ I 1) .
V(r, R)= QVL(r, R)PL(r R) .

L
(19)

The probability of transition
I
1 )~ I2) is

(10)
By symmetry under spatial inversion and the triangular
rule, only the L =2 terms contribute to the matrix ele-
ment in Eq. (17), and the matrix element V2&&(R) of
V2(r, R), between p-state wave functions, calculated in a
pseudopotential calculation [12,13], can be reasonably
well fitted by a power-law potential,

The transition amplitude is obtained to second order
from Eqs. (10) and (11):

(2lt ) = (2I 1 ) i f dt, (2I V—(t, )I 1 )

—f dt, f dt, (2I V'(t, ) V'(t, )l 1 ) . (12)

The first term in Eq. (12) vanishes because of orthogonali-

V2]&(R)=C+R (20)

where C„ is a constant and n =5.46 for the Cs-He in-
teraction [12]. The integration (17) must be averaged
over all orientations of the collision frame relative to the
magnetic field, and the transition probability is obtained
as a function of the impact parameter b
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P(b)= 23 n' —3n+3
5 n2

, n —1

bn —i 2'

2

(21)
&-,', ,' I

v'(t, )I-'„m &&-'„m
I
v'(t, )I-,', —,'

&

=exp[ibE(t, t—, )]& —,', —,
'

I V(t, )I 3, m &

where P is the beta function [14]. For a given n, P(b)
reduces to

x &-', , mI v(t, )' „——,
' &, (28)

A,BP(b)=
l

where n, =2(n —1) and A, is a constant:

'2
2 Po 3 n —3n+3

n —1
2' 2

2

(22)

C2

(23)

which describes virtual transitions from the P»z»z
state to the P3/2 Zeeman substates and then to the
P»z»z state, induced by collisions without the partici-

pation of the magnetic field. The transition probability
can be calculated as a function of the impact parameter b,
to give the field-independent cross section Qo. At fields
where TDPT is valid, the probabilities (rather than the
transition amplitudes) of the field-dependent and field-
independent parts may be summed because the interfer-
ence term becomes negligible after averaging over all
orientations. Thus the total cross section QT is

Equation (23) was evaluated numerically using the
following parameters (expressed in atomic units):
pa=2. 127176X10; DE=2.511X10 (:—551 cm ');
V=5.93X10 (at T=308 K); P[ —,', (n —1)/2]=1.255
(for n =5.46 ), yielding

QT =Qo+ Q =C~+ C,B

n —2
C2=Qo .

Ro

(29)

(30)

A, =2.06X10 'C„'. (24)

(25)

where Ro is the classical hard-core radius. As an essen-
tial correction to the straight-path approximation, col-
lision partners do not penetrate within Ro and, accord-
ingly, the integration in Eq. (25) is carried out from Ro to
~. The transition probability at smaller impact parame-
ters is assumed equal to that at b=RO. Equation (25)
also indicates that Q has a quadratic dependence on B.
There is still, however, the second-order perturbation
term, the third term in Eq. (12), which contributes a
field-independent part to the cross section Q. The
relevant matrix elements between the Zeeman substates
of P3/2 with m =+—,', +—,', are

& 2
I
v'( t ) v'( t, ) I »

= y&2IV'«, )I,', m &&-'„mIv'(t, )I» . (26)

Bearing in mind the weakness of the magnetic coupling
in Eqs. (3) and (4), we note that the major part of each
term in Eq. (26) is given by the field-independent expres-
sion

&2I V (t, )I —', , m && —', , m
I
V (t2)I1&

= & —,
'

—,
'

I
V'( t )

I

—,', m & & —,
' m

I
V'( t ) I —,', —

—,
'

& .

From Eq. (9),

Equation (21) represents the magnetic-field dependence
of the transition probability as a function of b, and leads
to the following expression for the Zeeman mixing cross
section Q( —,', —

—,
'~ —,', —,'):

oo
z n& ABQ=nROP(RO)+2' f bdbP(b)=irRo

Ro ni 2 R "l

In principle, Ci and Cz can be evaluated if the interac-
tion potential and Ro are accurately known, but given the
uncertainties of the theoretical potentials for small im-
pact parameters as well as the approximations inherent in
the classical-path approach, it is preferable to derive C,
and Cz from experimental data and in this way obtain
constraints on Vand Ro.

We note that, in the absence of the magnetic field, a
collisional transition from the P»z»z state directly to
the P»z»z state is forbidden by the "instantaneous"
time-reversal symmetry selection rule; transitions can
take place only through channels involving virtual transi-
tions to the P3/2 states, as shown by Eq. (27). Howev-
er, the magnetic field breaks the time-reversal symmetry
by coupling the P»2 state to the P3~2 state and thus
enhances the P, &2,&z~ P»z, &2 transitions. Even
though the coupling constant a is small (a=4X10 4 at
8 =1 T), the enhancement of the transitions is by no
means negligible if one considers the rapidly oscillating
phase factors in Eq. (28), compared to the essentially stat-
ic one in Eq. (17). The magnetic-field-enhanced probabil-
ity for the P, ~z Zeeman transitions, relative to the field-
independent term, can be considerably larger than

I
a I,

and as shown below, a substantial enhancement of the
cross section was found experimentally.

The quadratic dependence of Q on 8 given in Eq. (25)
is modified by saturation effects at high fields. At high
fields, perturbation theory breaks down and can give un-
physically large results if not constrained by the uncer-
tainty of the scattering matrix, and indeed, the probabili-
ty in Eq. (21) can exceed 1 at higher fields and small im-
pact parameters. However, the first-order Magnus ap-
proximation [1], together with the evaluation of Eq. (14),
shows that the size of P(b) is limited to P(b) ~ —', by the
geometry of spin-orbit coupling after averaging over col-
lisional orientation. For strong collisions P(b) oscillates
between this maximum and zero, with an average value

This limit alfects the field-dependence of Q by re-
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stricting the enhancement of the cross section at high
field strengths. The cross section may now be expressed
as

Q =mbo. P (bo )+2nf . bdbP (b) =mbo.
bo n1 —2

(31)

where bo, which had replaced Ro in Eq. (25), satisfies the
condition

Equation (40) is an oversimplification of the saturation
e8'ect at high fields, since it is the total average transition
probability (field-independent as well as field-dependent}

which is constrained by unitarity and geometry. There-
fore, the field-independent contribution Qo should be
cancelled at high fields. Unfortunately, the field depen-
dence of the cancellation depends on the variation of the
field-independent transition probability with the impact
parameter, and its computation was beyond the scope of
the present calculation.

kBP(bo)= =0.3 .
b0'

(32}
B. Derivation of the P

& z2 Zeeman mixing cross section from

the relative intensities of the Zeeman fluorescence components

Substitution of Eq. (32) into (31) gives the field-induced
enhancement Q' of the cross section at the 0.3 probability
limit,

2/n I
3 A,B

n1 —2 10 0.3
(33)

) 2/ni
Qr=Qo+Q =Qo+CIB (34)

Equation (33) indicates that, when n =5.46
[n, =2(n —1)=8.92], Q' is proportional to 8, replac-
ing the quadratic dependence on B at lower fields. The
corresponding total cross section Qz is given by

When Cs vapor containing atoms excited to the 6 P1/2
state is placed in a magnetic field, the 6 P»2 and 6 S,/2

states are split into magnetic (Zeeman} sublevels, as
shown in Fig. 1. The sublevels correspond to substates
denoted by magnetic quantum numbers mJ. Although
each substate can be further split into hyperfine structure
components due to nuclear spin, the nuclear spin is well

decoupled at B)0.1 T [11] and does not contribute
significantly to the mixing of the Zeeman substates at
higher fields.

Collisions between the excited Cs atoms in their Zee-
man substates and He atoms cause Zeeman mixing, de-
scribed by the following equation:

Cs(6 P, ~q, ~ 2) +He +(Eq E) )=Cs(—6 P,~2, ~2}+He,
with C', defined as

C1=a
' 1/nl

n1 3

n, —2 10 0.3
(35}

(41)

It may be seen from the above that the theory predicts
a change in the 8 dependence of the cross section Q at a
limiting magnetic-field strength, which can also be stated
in terms of R0 and the adjustable parameter C, . The
transition point of the field, BTP, at which the depen-

2/n Idence of Q' on 8 changes from quadratic to 8 ', may
be expressed as

/2

+3/2

-1/2

-3/2

B2
=0.3 .

0

(36) 6 PU2
2 +1/2

-1/2

A, is related to the adjustable parameter C, by Eq. (30)
and, using Eqs. (36) and (37), BTP, can be expressed in
terms of C1 and R0.

0' 0'

' 1/2
3~ n1 R0
10 n1 —2 C1

(37)

Irz=2QT(1)— (38)

As the result of this calculation it is possible to predict
the general form of the B dependence of the P, /2 Zee-
man mixing cross section QT and of the P, &2 disorienta-
tion cross section o'1/'2, where

6 Su2
+1/2

-1/2

Thus

Qo+C]B', 8 &8»
Qo+C',8, 8 «8» .

L

(39)

(40}

FIG. 1. Partial energy-1evel diagram for Cs showing 6 P Zee-
man splitting. Collisional mixing takes place only between the
P&/2 Zeeman substates. The separations between the levels are

not drawn to scale, the m' transitions are not shown.
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where Cs(6 P&/2, /2~ and Cs(6 P&/2»2) are Cs atoms in
their two Zeeman substates, and He is a ground-state He
atom. E2 E

&
is the energy difference between the two

substates mJ= —,
' and m-= —

—,', the magnitude of which

depends on the magnetic field strength. Real collisional
transitions between the 6 P, /2 and 6 P3/2 fs states are
neglected because of the large fine-structure splitting (551
cm ').

When the 6 P&/2, /2 state is populated by laser exci-
tation, the time evolution of the two Zeeman substates
may be described by the rate equations

n
Z 1/2 1/2n +Z)/2 1/2n

ratio g is defined as

Equations (46), (47), and (49}yield

g
1+2Z r —exp( 2Z—t '

)
(50)1+2Zr+ exp( —2Zt '

)

where t'= to —ZA /2 and to is the delay time. The delay
time was measured to be approximately 30 ns. The Zee-
man (total) mixing cross section Qz. is defined analogous-

ly with the gas-kinetic cross section:

Z=XQrv„.

Gin ~
dt

(42)

n+ +Z, n, /2n
—Z, /2, /2n~ . (43)

Qr is the cross section for transition between P, /z Zee-

n1an sublevels, X is the density of the He atoms, and U„ is

the average relative speed of the colliding atoms whose
reduced mass is p.

S (t) is the excitation rate of the mz = —
—,
' state; n

n+ are the densities of the aton1s in the mJ= —
—,
' and

mJ =+—,
' substates, respectively; Z, /2»2 and Z, /2, /2

are the collision numbers (defined as numbers of col-
lisions per excited and oriented atom per second) corre-
sponding to the transitions within the P &/2 state,
mJ = —

—,
' mJ =

—,
' and mJ =

—,
' ~mJ = —

—,'. At fields

8 ((kT/po 430 T, Z i/2, 1/2 Zl/2, —i/2 Z. Further-
more, r=34 ns is the average lifetime of the P, /2 state
[15]. The general solutions of Eqs. (42) and (43) are

n+ (t) =
—,
' f e "/'(1+ e ")S (t —u)du, (44)

where is it assumed that n+( —oo ) =0.
The observed integrated populations are

v„=(gkTlmp, )'/ (52}

(53)

which reduces to the following expression that contains
terms up to the second order of (Zr):

k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute tem-
perature of the vapor-gas mixture.

The exponential term in Eq. (50) is expanded to yield
an approximate expression for g:

r)=Z(r+t') —Z r

X+=f n+(t)dt .
0

(45) g='Z(r+to) —Z (r +b /2) . (54)

The integration is carried out from to instead of —~ be-
cause a (gating) delay time to between the exciting laser

pulse and the detection of the fluorescence was applied in
the experiment to avoid scattered laser light. The explicit
expression for the integrated population is therefore

%+=2 f dt f "du e "'(1+e ' ")S (t —u) . (46)
0

The average excitation rate may be approximated by a
Gaussian:

Careful consideration was given to the spread of the
delay time (jitter), since some of the detected pulses were
delayed more than others as they passed through the
detection electronics (the photomultiplier and the gated
pulse sampler). The result was a distribution of detected
pulses with different delays to relative to the excitation-
pulse maximum before the particular group of pulses be-

gan to be counted. The expressions for N+ can be aver-

aged over this distribution (assumed to be Gaussian) and
the final corrected expression for q is

S (t)=S, (0)e

The effective e half-width b of the exciting laser pulse
was measured to be 3.4 ns.

The measured fiuorescence counts (or integrated inten-
sities), I and I+ for o and o transitions, respective-

ly, are proportional to the products of the integrated pop-
ulations and the Einstein A coeScients:

$2
'g —Z r+ to-

2r
—Z [r + —,'(5 +5 )],

where 6 is the jitter (ns).
Equation (55), together with Z =XQr( —,', —

—,
' ~—,', —,

' )v„
provides the connection between the measured relative
intensities of the Auorescence components and the cross
section Qr( —,', —

—,
' ~—,', —,').

I =AN; I~=AN~ .
III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The same A coes.cient is used for both transitions as
the A coe%cients for the o. and o.+ transitions are very
nearly equal to one another [16]. The measured intensity

The arrangement of the apparatus is shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 2. Cesium or rubidium vapor, contained to-
gether with helium in a quartz cell, was located in a mag-
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N2 L DL

D PD

PM1 FP

PM2
HN L

B

------- ------ - -- CELL

U

S1

AMP

GATE SC

MCS LT RAMP = DAS10

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the apparatus. N2L, nitrogen
laser; DL, dye laser; PD, photodiode; D, delay line; FP, Fabry-
Perot interferometer; T, telescope; PM1, PM2, photomulti-
pliers; S1, S2, shutters; AMP, amplifier-discriminator; GATE,
gated pulse-inverter amplifier; LT, channel advance laser
trigger; RAMP, ramp voltage generator; DAS10, FP stabilizer;
SC, shutter controller. B indicates the magnetic field.

netic field that could be varied in the range 0—7 T. Radi-
ation from a pulsed dye laser was used to produce selec-
tive excitation of the n P»2 (mz = —

—,
'

) Zeeman substate
(n =5 for Rb and 6 for Cs). The resulting fluorescence
spectrum was monitored along the direction of the mag-
netic field and perpendicularly to the direction of excita-
tion, resolved with a scanning Fabry-Perot (FP) inter-
ferometer, detected with a photomultiplier (PM) tube,
and accumulated in a multichannel sealer (MCS).

The two-stage dye laser was pumped with a N2 laser at
a repetition rate of about 12 Hz and produced light
pulses of about 7 ns in width. In the Rb experiment the
dye laser was operated with Oxazine 750 at 794.76 nm
and IR-125 was used in the Cs experiment, producing
output at 894.35 nm. Both dyes (supplied by the Exciton
Corp. ) were dissolved in dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO) at
a concentration of about 1.7X10 M. The dye-laser
output had a bandwidth of about 0.04 nm and was
scanned by a stepper motor with a resolution of 8 X 10
nm per step. The long-term stability of the output was
better than 0.05 nm per day, and once a day the output
wavelength was checked against a thermionic diode.
The radiation from the dye laser was conveyed to the va-
por cell by an optical fiber.

The quartz vapor cell was mounted in an oven heated
by oil circulating from a Neslab ultrathermostat, which
maintained the cell at 35'C during the Cs experiment and
at 65 C during the Rb experiment. The cell was fitted
with a side arm containing an excess of the metal, which
was heated separately and was kept at a temperature

about 2 below that of the fluorescing region in the
vapor-gas mixture. The cell was connected by a narrow-
bore tube and a greaseless stopcock to a vacuum and gas
filling system from which helium (Matheson, research
grade) was admitted as required. Gas pressures were
measured with an MKS Baratron capacitance gauge.

The fluorescence emitted by the vapor-gas mixture was
collected and rendered parallel by a lens placed in front
of the piezoelectrically scanned FP interferometer (Bur-
leigh Model No. 110) which was scanned at 0.5 Hz and
was stabilized using a He-Ne laser as a reference. The in-

terferometer resolved the fluorescence spectrum and its
output was focused on the photocathode of the ITT
F%118 refrigerated PM tube whose output pulses were
amplified by an Ortec Model No. 9302 amplifier-
discriminator. The resulting signal was gated and regis-
tered in the channels, corresponding to the FP scan, of a
1024-channel MCS from which the accumulated spec-
trum was transferred to a personal computer where the
integrated relative intensities of the fluorescence com-
ponents were determined after correction for background
noise counts. The gating delay was about 30 ns and the
gate was open for 640 ns.

Before each experimental run performed at a different
magnetic field strength, the free spectral range of the in-
terferometer was checked to ensure that the peaks arising
from the direct and the collisionally induced fluorescence
were properly resolved. A scan at zero He pressure was
made to confirm the absence of the collisionally induced
fluorescence and thus the negligible frequency of Cs-Cs
(or Rb-Rb) collisions. At each field strength the experi-
ment was carried out with several He pressures ranging
from zero to 5 Torr. About 1000 scans of the inter-
ferometer were made at each of the higher He pressures,
and about 2000 scans at the lower He pressures, record-
ing su5cient data for an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 3 and 4 show representative traces of the P»2
fluorescence spectra for Cs at 3 T, and Rb at 7 T, respec-
tively, for various He pressures. The peaks are labeled to
correspond to the transitions shown in Fig. 1. Figure 5
shows representative plots of the fluorescence intensity
ratios g for Cs against He pressure. For the sake of clari-
ty, only six plots are shown although experimental runs
were performed at nine magnetic field strengths. The Rb
experiments were carried out at seven different field
strengths and gave rise to plots of similar appearance as
those in Fig. 5. It may be seen that all the plots in Fig. 5

pass through the origin, indicating the absence of col-
lisionally induced fluorescence at zero He pressure. The
intensity ratios are connected to the cross sections QT by
Eq. (55) which is more explicitly written as

to 6'
r)= QrNu„r 1+——

7. 27.2
5+5—(QTNu„r) 1+

221-2

(56)

where to=30 ns is the delay time measured from the
center of the exciting laser pulse, ~=34 ns for Cs 6 P, &2
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(56).
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' g, confirming the validity of E
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Qr=

10 7+14.6B a.u. =3+4 1B
B &0.76 T

10 7+9 67B a.u. =3+2 71B A,
B +0.76 T .

(59}

Equations (59} and (60) are also plotted in Fig. 6 to-
gether with the experimental results, and it may be seen
that there is good agreement between the calculated and
experimental data in the range 0&B &5 T. At B & 5 T
the experimental measurements suggest the tendency of
the field-mediated transition to cancel the field-
independent transitions at high fields, as mentioned at the
end of Sec. II A. It is intended to pursue the calculation
further and examine the field dependence of the cancella-
tion effect.

The experimental and theoretical data also provide in-
formation on the Cs-He interaction. The coefficient C„
was calculated by substituting A, =3.14X10 in Eq. (24)
which gave C„=1.23X10, and Eq. (20) produced the
repulsive interaction potential involved in the Cs-He col-
lision:

previously reported low-field data [10]. The plot indi-
cates a general increase of Qr with B, confirming the
enhancement effect of the magnetic field. It is apparent
in Fig. 6 that there are two separate regions in the Qr B—

variation, joined at a "transition point" where BTp =0.76
T. This value, when substituted in Eq. (37), produced
the classical "hard-core" collision radius Ro =2.8ao,
where ao is the Bohr radius, a value close to the previous-
ly calculated result of 3.2 ao [17]. Ra =2.8ao was substi-
tuted in Eq. (35) yielding C& =0.67 a.u. These results,
obtained from a one-point fit of Eq. (40) to the experi-
mental data, make it possible to represent the variation of
Q with B:

10

~ ~

0 2 4 6 8

B (T)

FIG. 7. Rb 5 P, z& Zeeman mixing cross section measured at
1 T~B ~7 T. The dashed line indicates the constant average
value of the cross section.

for Rb might be somewhat smaller than at B~1 T,
though in Rb the P, &2-P3/2 fine-structure splitting is less
than half as large as in Cs, and it is possible that consid-
erable collisional "virtual mixing" between the fine-
structure states may take place at B=0, with the system
already becoming saturated at 1 T. According to Eqs.
(23), (30), and (37), BTp for Rb should be less than half of
the Cs value. Theory would predict Qo to be significantly
larger for Rb than for Cs whereas the saturated values of
Qr at high fields are quite similar. It is difficult to com-
pare the high-field cross sections with other data since
several experimental and theoretical low-field and zero-
field cross sections have been reported in the past, with
widely differing values which are collected in Table I.
We note that our cross section Qr=5. 8 A is in good

0 2 ~

agreement with two of the calculations [19,24] though it
is smaller than the other experimental values.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

V(R) =1.23 X 10 R a.u. (61)

This potential differs from an earlier version
V(R)=1.12X10 R a.u. which was obtained from a
power-series fit to computed potentials [1,17]. Qo result-
ed from the inclusion of second-order perturbation
which, presumably, gave a more correct and accurate po-
tential that is somewhat "soft" and permits a smaller
"hard-core" collision radius.

The Zeeman mixing cross section for collisions of
5 P, i2 Rb atoms with He was also determined over the
range of magnetic fields using the same experimental
method in conjunction with Eq. (58) in which r represent-
ed the lifetime of 5 P Rb atoms. As may be seen in Fig.
7, there appears to be no enhancement of the Zeeman
mixing cross section, and the cross section remains con-
stant within experimental error throughout the range of
the magnetic field strength from 1 to 7 T. We did not
measure the cross section at B &1 T or at B=O which
had been done in this laboratory for Cs [18],yielding data
consistent with the intermediate- and high-field measure-
ments. One might expect that at B=0 the cross section

TABLE I. Cross sections for 5 P, i2 Zeeman mixing in Rb
induced by He collisions.

&r(r r r -»1 1 1 1

(A )

5.8
16.6
11.5
6.6

17.0
7.0

Method

Expt.
Expt.
Expt.
Theor.
Theor.
Theor.

Theor.

Magnetic-field

strength (T)

1 —7

0.11

0
0
0
0
0

Source

This work

Ref. [20]
Ref. [21]
Ref. [19]
Ref. [22]
Ref. [23]
Ref. [24]

We have carried out an experimental and theoretical
investigation of the magnetic-field dependence of the Zee-
Inan mixing cross section for collisions of oriented Cs
6 P

& y2 atoms with ground-state He atoms, over a range 1

T (B~ 7 T. The collisional interaction of Cs atoms with
He atoms at thermal energies was studied by selectively
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exciting the Cs 6 P,&2»2 Zeeman state by laser radia-
tion and measuring the relative intensities of the two
fluorescence components arising from the directly excited
m = —

—,
' and collisionally populated m =+—,

' states. The
experimentally determined field dependence of the cross
section is shown in Fig. 6, together with the theoretically
predicted dependence calculated using time-dependent
perturbation theory to second order, which also yielded
the Cs-He interaction potential. Both the experimental
and the theoretical results show the enhancement of the
cross section by the magnetic field and are in good agree-

ment over the range 1 T ~ B ~ 5 T. A similar experimen-
tal study of the 5 P»2 Rb Zeeman mixing cross section
over the range 1 T «B ~ 7 T indicates no magnetic-field
enhancement of the cross section, as indicated in Fig. 7.
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